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Review

Microfabricated devices for biomolecule
encapsulation

Biomolecule encapsulation in droplets is important for miniaturizing biological assays
to reduce reagent consumption, cost and time of analysis, and can be most effectively
achieved by using microfabricated devices. Microfabricated fluidic devices can generate
emulsified drops of uniform size with controlled dimensions and contents. Biological and
chemical components such as cells, microgels, beads, hydrogel precursors, polymer initia-
tors, and other droplets can be encapsulated within these drops. Encapsulated emulsions
are appealing for a variety of applications since drops can be used as tiny reaction vessels to
perform high-throughput reactions at fast rates, consuming minimal sample and solvent
amounts due to the small size (micron diameters) of the emulsion drops. Facile mixing
and droplet coalescence allow for a diversity of assays to be performed on-chip with tun-
able parameters. The simplicity of operation and speed of analysis with microencapsulated
drops lends itself well to an array of quantitative biomolecular studies such as directed
evolution, single-molecule DNA amplification, single-cell encapsulation, high-throughput
sequencing, enzyme kinetics, and microfluidic cell culture. This review highlights recent
advances in the field of microfabricated encapsulating devices, emphasizing the develop-
ment of emulsifying encapsulations, device design, and current assays that are performed
using encapsulating droplets.
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1 Introduction

Microdevice encapsulation of biomolecules is a faster, sim-
pler, and more efficient methodology for the analysis of
biomolecules than traditional bench-top assays. Microfabri-
cated encapsulating devices can create microenvironments
that mimic larger-scale analyses, making these devices minia-
ture analytical instruments. The development of new mi-
crofabricated device instrumentation based on biomolecule
encapsulation enables previously uncharacterized (or poorly
characterized) biologically active molecules to be analyzed,
and launches a world of opportunity for small-scale experi-
mentation in almost every scientific discipline. Microdevice
encapsulation utilizes fine control of fluid flow to create emul-
sions in small-volume microbubbles, which enables precise
management of biomolecule interactions. In general, mi-
crofluidic encapsulation implements the adage “oil and water
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do not mix”; due to immiscibility, aqueous droplets pinch off
when collided with an oil stream, resulting in an encapsula-
tion of the components present in the aqueous stream (Fig. 1).
Oftentimes surfactants are added to the oil phase for enough
miscibility with the aqueous phase in order to form microbub-
bles. This review highlights new platforms and processes to
encapsulate biomolecules using microfabricated devices, as
well as the assays that are possible to perform using this
cutting-edge methodology. Due to the explosion of publica-
tions in this field in the last 3 years, only a subset of those
innovations can be highlighted in this review. For a more
complete accounting of droplet-based microfluidic devices,
please see Han et al. [1] and Hahn et al. [2], and for overviews
of specific aspects of droplet-based microfabricated devices,
please see Baret [3] and Khademhosseini et al. [4].

Water-in-oil encapsulations, described above, are just
one of a variety of encapsulations one can perform on-chip.
We will highlight oil-in-water encapsulations, as well as
multiple encapsulations that provide a way to deliver quan-
tized amounts of reactants over time, mimicking multistep
experiments, except with minimal researcher involvement.
Droplets containing different reactants can be merged to
allow “reactions” on-chip, fusing encapsulating membranes
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Figure 1. Points of variation in microfabricated devices for biomolecule encapsulations. Shown is a generic schematic of a device for
droplet encapsulation, highlighting where researchers have invented new designs to produce enhanced encapsulation results.

to form a new reaction vessel. By adjusting pressures that
control fluid flow and reagent concentration, the droplets can
be calibrated to contain a known quantity of biomolecules.
Microbubbles create a controlled microenvironment that
facilitates very sensitive regulation of biological and chemical
interactions. Droplet formation and size, droplet transporta-
tion and mixing, modes of detection, cell-based assays,
solid-phase polymer production, droplet splitting, and
capsule dissolution will be reviewed here to give an update
on the recent progress researchers have made in this field.
Refer to Table 1 for a guide to the different components of
droplet emulsions covered in this review.

Encapsulating microfabricated devices are tools for per-
forming microscale biological assays; therefore, the applica-
tions of this methodology are diverse. In vitro compartmen-
talization of genes or cells permits directed evolution through
amplification, purification, selection, and expression of DNA

and proteins, all on a self-contained microfabricated encap-
sulation device. Tissue constructs can be grown in vitro on
chips using hydrogels for 3D encapsulation and a closer im-
itation of in vivo growth conditions. Droplet-based microflu-
idics are used to study biological and chemical reactions in
a high-throughput manner, greatly enhancing the speed of
analysis and drug discovery. Devices are portable and reduce
consumption of reagents that are encapsulated in picoliter to
nanoliter volume drops, reducing costs of analyses. Encap-
sulation of reagents results in minimal cross-contamination,
negligible dispersion, and reduced evaporation in encapsu-
lated droplets. For these and many other reasons that we will
highlight in this review, microfabricated devices performing
biomolecule encapsulations are currently on the cutting edge
of instrumentation development, and promise to be a highly
useful tool for the analysis of interbiomolecular reactions and
interactions.

Table 1. Components of droplet emulsions

Type of emulsiona) Continuous phase Encapsulant (shell) Droplet components Reference

W/O Fluorinated oil n/a DNA, PCR mix, dyes, cells [22, 43, 44]
W/O HFE-7500 fluorinated oil n/a Drugs, enzymes, substrates, dyes, H2O [7, 9, 11, 13, 21, 23, 24]
W/O Mineral oil n/a Amaranth or ink, curable monomer [10, 20, 29]
W/O Paraffin oil n/a PMBV, PVA [30]
O/W Aqueous phase (PVA) n/a PFO [40]
O/W Prepolymers n/a Heptane [16]
W/O/W 2% PVA in H2O 1-octanol 0.25% Sodium alginate in H2O [5]
W/O/W 2–10% PVA in H2O Isobornyl acrylate, PDMS,

Suppocire AIM, hexane
2% wt. PVA, Hyrogel substrates, cells, dyes [14, 37, 46, 47]

W/O/W, O/W/O 10% PVA or silicone oil Hexadecane or 1% Pluronic 25% PEG or 2% silicone oil of DC749 [45]
O/W/O HFE-7500 fluorocarbon oil Water + 0.5 – 1% SDS HFE-7500, octanol [6, 8]
G/W/O PDMS fluid 200 Glycerol Nitrogen gas [38]
O/W/O, W/O/W,

O/W/O/W,
Soybean oil, benzyl

benzoate
n/a 1% w/v pluronic F127 + 5% w/v glycerol [18]

W/O/W/O, O/W/O/W,
W/O/W/O/W

3% PVA Hexadecane, 1% F108 Water [17]

a) Abbreviations: W = water, O = oil, G = gas.
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Figure 2. Creating encapsulations. (A)
Droplet formation through air bubble per-
colation [8]. Air bubbles bend the jet of
dispersed phase to pinch off droplets. Im-
age adapted from [8], reproduced by per-
mission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.
(B) Quadruple emulsion droplets produced
from device in C. that had been chemically
modified to introduce a biphasic flow from
the droplet generator. Onion droplets are
approximately 400 �m in diameter [17]. (C)
Capillary device for preparing triple emul-
sion droplets. B and C images adapted
from [17], John Wiley and Sons.

2 Droplet generation

A traditional macroscale water-in-oil emulsion is made by the
controlled dispensing of an aqueous solution into an oil bath
while stirring; the resultant droplets are cooled and purified.
This produces droplets that are large, contain high volumes,
and are highly polydisperse, with little control over droplet
content. Most droplet-based on-chip encapsulations are gen-
erated from the convergence of two streams of immiscible
liquids in microchannels, where the pinching off of a droplet
occurs for encapsulation. Single emulsions allow one encap-
sulation event (Fig. 1), whereas double emulsions consist of
drops within drops, where the initial fluid is encapsulated in
a droplet that has a “shell” of fluid that shields it from the
continuous phase [5].

2.1 Modes of droplet generation

For microfluidic-scale droplet formation, precise control over
converging liquid streams is important to dictate size, stoi-
chiometry, and functionality of the droplets. Inlet fluid flow is
traditionally controlled by applying pressure through pumps;
however, the periodicity of the pumping mechanism can have
significant unfavorable effects on the formation of small-
volume emulsified droplets as a result of pressure fluctua-
tions. Abate and coworkers addressed this problem by devel-
oping plug-triggered encapsulation in a PDMS microdevice,
where a large enough object plugged flow to create a pres-
sure rise that then pinched off the droplets to create a double
emulsion [6]. This ensured that every droplet contained the
intended reagent, eliminating empty droplets to increase ef-
ficiency [6]. This microfabricated device provides a way to cre-
ate emulsions of uniform dimensions employing common
pumps available to microfluidic researchers. Romanowsky
and coworkers designed a high-throughput device using a
single pump to create highly monodisperse double emulsions

[5]. PDMS microchannels lend themselves well to parallel ar-
rays, as they can be stacked two and three dimensionally. Ro-
manowsky et al. designed this device with larger-than-usual
distribution and collection channels to enable equal flow to
all units, resulting in high-volume production of uniformly
sized water/octanol/water double emulsions [5].

Abate and Weitz designed a low-tech fluid flow control
system that circumvents the need to buy pumps or electron-
ics to control the microdevice, facilitating device portability
[7]. Syringes located at the device outlet provided the vac-
uum to direct fluid flow to create water drops in oil, termed
syringe–vacuum microfluidics (SVM). The device design in-
tegrated hydrodynamic resistors and valves to allow for hand-
controlled vacuum by clasping a 1-inch binder clip on the
syringe. Tubing was used to connect the device to the syringe
through a 16-gauge needle, generating a simple, elegant but
functional design based entirely on common lab (and office)
supplies. The drops created are monodisperse and can be
collected in a syringe for future storage, incubation, or pro-
cessing [7]. The picoliter volumes of reagents that can be
produced and analyzed in the device provide the advantage
of speed and sensitivity of analyses, in principle allowing for
the development of field applications.

Air can be used as an alternative to syringes or pumps,
to drive fluid flow and form droplets. Abate and Weitz pro-
duced both single and double emulsions using air bubbles
to sever fluids into discrete drops [8]. The air bubbles were
first forced into a stream of mobile phase; the stream was
then merged into a restrictive channel with a second stream
containing the droplet contents (Fig. 2A). The air bubble cut
off the streams once they merged so that the fluid between
air bubbles formed a drop, thus controlling drop size [8]. Be-
cause air bubbles formed the droplets, less mobile phase was
required since air occupies most of the space in this micro-
fabricated device. Using air to produce drops also allows for
easy emulsion extraction, as air bubbles will float to the top
in a collection device, naturally separating from the emulsion
drops.
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2.2 Size of droplets

An advantage of using microfabricated devices for
biomolecule encapsulations is the small volume of the drops
that are generated. This allows for sensitive detection assays
with quantities on the order of picoliters. Recent work in
the field focuses on the speed of generating micron-sized
droplets, and on generating droplets in the nanometer range.
Abate and Weitz have advanced the field by creating a device
that makes small volume droplets at a fast rate, generating
large quantities of these fine-tuned droplets by incorporating
a splitting array that allowed for fast production of double
emulsions [9]. Large droplets (88 �m diameter) were made
at a fast rate for single emulsions and then sequentially split
by a series of channels, resulting in 35 �m, monodisperse
drops. Reliable splitting is controlled by a narrow constric-
tion before each splitting fork and adjusted channel lengths
for even drop flow. The result is a microfabricated device that
improves the throughput of droplet making over 1000-fold
compared to single drop makers [9].

Shemesh et al. have increased the applicability of droplet-
based microfluidics to cell- and reagent-based assays by reduc-
ing the size of droplets in a device that creates nanoliter vol-
ume droplets reproducibly using piezoelectric droplet gener-
ators [10]. The piezoelectric actuators are externally mounted
on the chip; microelectrodes do not need to be fabricated into
the device body, allowing for chips to be disposable, eliminat-
ing costly and time-consuming steps. Reactant concentration
can be rapidly switched, on demand, within single droplets
with volumes down to 2 nanoliters [10]. Nanoliter volume
droplets are appropriately small to accommodate single cells,
advancing the technology of the field for potential applica-
tions such as high-throughput screening, digital PCR (dPCR)
and sequencing.

A device that generates even smaller volume droplets
(500 pL) at high speeds is a sample chopper developed by
Deal and Easley [11]. These authors used opposing droplet
generators to form the basis of a self-regulated microflu-
idic sample chopper, termed �Chopper [11]. Extremely small
droplets, with volumes in the hundreds of picoliters range and
containing femtomolar quantities of UV absorbance dyes,
were generated using the �Chopper. This new device de-
sign overcomes path length limitations and large signal drift
of absorbance detection in microfluidic devices to form the
equivalent of an optical beam chopper, with practical appli-
cations in sensing pH and detecting absorbance [11]. The
devices covered in this section highlight the trend during
the past year toward smaller sized droplets and increased
production rates that can only be achieved in microfluidic
devices.

2.3 Droplet mixing

Creating reliable means to merge individual droplets is im-
portant for the construction of mini reaction vessels. Digital
microfluidics (DMF) is an emerging field where microscale

lab-on-a-chip devices maneuver droplets to perform tradi-
tional bench-top assays on-chip. Dielectrophoresis (DEP) is
one method used to construct DMF, where reagent-filled
droplets are precisely controlled temporally and spatially us-
ing electric fields to ensure coalescence.

Fan and coworkers used electrophoresis to make water-
in-oil emulsions [12]. Electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD)
and DEP were activated to form and move droplets. EWOD
is utilized to move water droplets within a hexane bath, to
enact a kind of scrubbing to fully remove the external layer
of oil from the emulsion. There is flexibility in the system,
with options for removal of the oil and varying droplet volume
for accurate detection or other processes. Fan and coworkers
showed the practical application of their device by measur-
ing biofouling, demonstrating that encapsulation eliminated
biofouling [12]. Based on this result, one can envision the
use of encapsulants as an alternative to coating capillaries
in CE or ME, prolonging the lifetimes of capillaries and mi-
crochips used in electrophoresis. In a similar manner, Mary
and coworkers used dielectrophoresis to quantitatively merge
reagent drops with solvent drops to perform dilution assays
on-chip [13]. Dilutions were made within a dilution/splitting
device by generating an electric field when a prefabricated
drop reached the buffer stream, causing this drop to merge
with the buffer stream and detach as a larger, more dilute
drop. Mary et al. have created a device that allows for reac-
tion and detection on the picoliter scale [13], while diluting
reagents to enable multistep reactions in the future. Other ad-
vantages include less reagent consumption in these on-chip
assays, which reduces overall cost, and reduction in back-
ground noise for more sensitive detection.

2.4 Droplet coalescence

Exciting applications for emulsion-based microfabricated de-
vices include the synergistic delivery of chemicals for mi-
croscale reactions in droplet-sized reaction vessels. Included
in this section are recent advancements that make multicom-
ponent microscale reactions possible through the coalescence
of emulsion droplets in microfabricated devices. Stone and
coworkers created double emulsions containing two inner
drops that coalesce on demand, creating a protected environ-
ment where reagents do not interact until triggered [14]. This
emulsion droplet device was formed from three capillaries:
one for injection, one for collection, and one to contain the
flow of all phases. However, the injection tube was made up
of four conjoined cylindrical capillaries, allowing for streams
of different reagents to be encapsulated individually. Stone
and coworkers used different oil and continuous phase flow
rates to assess that higher flow induces core drops to co-
alesce, demonstrating that their device can induce internal
coalescence of drops based on fluid flow alone [14], obviating
the need for external fields and thermal treatments.

Fletcher and coworkers built a microfluidic device that
coalesced cell membranes [15] to replicate vesicle fusion to
cell membranes, viral entry, and other cell membrane events.
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Lipid composition, membrane proteins, and the contents of
vesicles could be varied to perform experiments that mimic
two components (either cells or vesicles) communicating.
The device Fletcher and coworkers built first constructs
planar bilayers between two aqueous droplets surrounded by
lipids dissolved in oil and divided by a thin acrylic membrane.
Oil-insoluble lipid and transmembrane proteins fused to
the oil/water interface at the acrylic membrane to form a
lipid monolayer. The acrylic divider was removed to free the
bubbles to merge together, thus constructing a double lipid
membrane [15]. By regulating and synthesizing cellular mem-
branes with tunable components, Fletcher and coworkers
have created a platform for probing cellular membrane-
dependent functions such as endocytosis and exocytosis.

Another aspect of programmed droplet fusion is the se-
questering of incompatible reagents and chemicals for con-
trolled release reactions. Richtering and coworkers created
a microscale analytical instrument by preparing emulsions
consisting of oppositely charged droplets that do not coalesce
unless triggered through neutralization of a pH-sensitive
hydrogel [16]. Using a microfabricated device, Richtering
and coworkers prepared oil-in-water emulsions and mixed
the resultant droplets immediately after formation to detect
differences in emulsifying behaviors that allowed droplets
to stay separated. When pH was changed from 7 to ei-
ther 4 or 9, droplets coalesced immediately upon contact.
This device provides a way to study real-life emulsions in
close detail that is not possible in bulk-scale preparations,
such as in detergents where anionic and cationic surfac-
tants are in close contact [16]. In addition, this device offers
a way to package materials that otherwise have short reac-
tion times, to be able to produce the desired reaction on
demand.

2.5 Multicompartment encapsulations

In addition to single emulsion encapsulation, devices have
been microfabricated to enable a multiplicity of emulsions,
such as triple and quadruple emulsions and encapsulations
containing up to six core particles. Kim and Weitz created
a microfluidic device to fabricate multiple concentric shells
in emulsion droplets in one step (Fig. 2B) [17]. Triple and
quadruple emulsions were created by injecting a drop into
the center of an emulsion, which triggered droplet breakoff
(Fig. 2C). By chemically treating the inner surfaces of glass
capillaries to produce either hydrophobic or hydrophilic re-
gions, multiple emulsions with aqueous inner phases or oil
inner phases were created [17], showcasing the versatility
of this microfluidic device. The shell structures surround-
ing the droplets are a significant step in the field, enabling
3D controlled release of reagents and coordination of inde-
pendent sequential reaction steps. These self-contained re-
action vessels could prevent contamination from internal
and external sources resulting in cleaner, more accurate
results.

Multicompartment emulsions have been created within a
modular microfluidic device for control over final reagent con-
centrations. Wang et al. developed an emulsion microfluidic
device with three hardware components; a drop maker, a con-
nector, and a liquid extractor [18]. By varying the quantities of
these different parts, quadruple- and quintuple-component
double emulsions, and quintuple- and sextuple-component
triple emulsions were created in this device. The ratio of dif-
ferent components was adjusted such that more droplets of
one reagent were encapsulated with fewer droplets of other
components. Because the multicomponent structure dictated
fluid flow, both oil emulsions and aqueous emulsions were
possible without chemical modification. Another benefit of
using this microdevice is the ability to control the emulsions
within a single encapsulation, such that both double and sin-
gle emulsions can be co-encapsulated in a triple emulsion
[18]. One can envision this as useful for timing delivery of
reagents for a multistep reaction.

2.6 Splitting droplets

Droplet splitting is a notable facet of miniaturizing assays
into microdroplet emulsions, as it can be used for reactant
extraction and further analysis. Droplet splitting is impor-
tant to fully manipulate and process droplets in multistep
reactions, yet it is a difficult task as droplets are very small
and typically covered in oil. Managing droplet division can be
accomplished on-chip, though. Sinz and Darhuber investi-
gated self-propulsion of droplets in chemically defined open-
surface microfluidic chips [19]. A surfactant droplet was first
deposited on the end of a hydrophilic pattern, then sub-phase
liquid was deposited along the length of the hydrophilic ge-
ometry. Through capillary action, the droplet converged with
the tip of the sub-phase liquid and slid onto it, effectively
entering the chemical highway. The surfactant droplet then
self-propelled along the sub-phase liquid. A splitting junction
was incorporated into the device design, for partitioning into
two smaller drops controlled by thermal steering. Heating
one branch of the splitting junction directed droplets into
the room temperature branch [19]. The authors have created
a microfabricated device that is easily manipulated due to
its open-air construction, self-propelled movement, and ther-
mally triggered splitting, precluding the need for externally
powered actuation for any part of the chip.

Much like many electrophoresis researchers, Zeng and
coworkers used an electrical-based method with electroos-
motic flow to break open droplets and select how many in-
ternal components were siphoned away for further analy-
sis or simple product collection [20]. Droplets were drained
by creating an EOF that disturbed the water–oil interface
without preventing droplet reformation, to allow potential
further analysis of the intact droplet, sans the amount ex-
tracted upstream. The extraction of substances could be con-
trolled by varying the electric field strength and channel
height [20]. Zeng and coworkers have developed a technology
that enables microfabricated devices to become full analysis
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Figure 3. Dielectrophoresis facilitates
droplet mixing and detection. (A) A droplet
fusion device coalesced droplets between
the fusion electrodes, and used a shielding
electrode to prevent premature coalescence
[21]. Reprinted (adapted) from [21] with per-
mission. Copyright 2009 American Chemical
Society (B) Sorting is initiated by applying
an AC electric field across the electrodes
to direct droplets into the upper arm [43].
Image adapted from [43], reproduced by
permission of The Royal Society of Chem-
istry. (C) Fusion (top) of droplets between
electrodes using an AC field and mixing
(bottom) of droplets using a delay line to
provide time for encapsulated cells to fully
stain before detection [44]. Image adapted
from [44], Copyright 2009 National Academy
of Sciences of the United States of America.

microreactors, with an elegant extraction process from emul-
sified droplets.

3 Applications/state-of-the-art

The potential applications of droplet-based microfluidic de-
vices are diverse, but work must be done to modify macroscale
assays to microfluidic dimensions. This involves not only
reducing sample and reagent input required with most
macroscale assays, but it requires microfluidic devices to
be fine-tuned to collect reliable data that can improve upon
macroscale readouts. This section of the review will cover
detection of low-sample concentrations, droplet dissolution
and sorting to enhance detection, polymer synthesis, and cell-
based assays in droplets.

3.1 Detection within encapsulations

The development of new methodologies to measure reaction
endpoints in small-volume encapsulated droplets is neces-
sary, as limits of detection are challenged in microdroplets
due to low-chemical concentrations, or even single molecules,
that are encapsulated. Most droplet-based microfluidic de-
vices utilize fluorescence for detection, but improve upon
the sensitivity of fluorescence measurements to achieve ac-
curate analysis from droplets. Mazutis and coworkers cre-

ated new DNA-based applications using dPCR, where single
DNAs were encapsulated, amplified, quantitated, translated,
and finally measured for enzymatic activity [21]. dPCR am-
plified single molecules of DNA in many separate reactions
emulsified within a fluorinated oil mobile phase. Droplets
were collected and loaded into a final device that electrocoa-
lesced, yielding 2000 droplet fusions per second, and detected
fluorescence to measure enzymatic activity of the encoded
protein (Fig. 3A). A shielding electrode in this droplet fu-
sion device prevented unwanted droplet merging upstream
of the droplet coalescence region [21]. Zhong et al. measured
fluorescence intensities to detect multiplexed PCR reactions
in single emulsions [22]. Their microfabricated device mul-
tiplexed dPCR within picoliter emulsion droplets, with over
a million single-molecule DNA encapsulation reactions de-
tected fluorescently on-chip. The same fluorophore was used
for both reference and target DNA reactions so that the differ-
ence in signal strength identified one from the other, estab-
lishing an intensity profile assay to detect PCR products [22].
Zhong and coworkers have designed a device that provides
a sensitive method for nucleic acid analysis in conjunction
with multiplexing for high throughput.

Highly sensitive fluorogenic assays on microdroplet
emulsion devices have been used to improve the drug
discovery process. Building upon the foundations of Paracel-
sus, Miller and coworkers developed a dose-response analysis
that measured 10 000 data points per compound to provide
a highly accurate drug efficacy profile [23]. A concentration
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gradient was created over thousands of droplets by injecting
drugs premixed with fluorescent dyes into a stream of buffer
that constantly flowed into a capillary where drug samples
were dispersed. Drug samples were mixed from the capillary
with a target enzyme and a fluorogenic substrate on a mi-
crofluidic device, then segregated into 140-pL droplets. This
created microemulsions with fixed concentrations of assay
reagents but varying concentrations of the drug of interest.
Results from this microfluidic device uncovered new modes
of action and increased potency of currently known inhibitors.
Advantages of using this device include high throughput,
small reagent volumes and flexibility to be applied to differ-
ent assays due to the encapsulation technology [23].

3.2 Cell-based assays in droplets

Encapsulation in microdroplet emulsions facilitates the anal-
ysis of complex cell-derived samples by protecting them from
shear stress, dehydration, and harsh reactants. Mary and
coworkers controlled incubation times in microdroplet de-
vices [24], so that a multitude of analyses, such as enzymatic
assays that require time to react enzymes with substrate, can
potentially be performed on chip. They generated a plug to
prevent Poiseuille flow, causing drops to be in contact, en-
abling uniform movement that created a constant incubation
time. Device efficacy was evaluated by measuring the reac-
tion kinetics of an enzyme and showing that the control over
incubation time generated a more accurate measurement of
the enzyme’s activity [24].

Microfluidic cell-based assays are being advanced with
the replication of a natural 3D environment to encase cells for
prolonged viability and further manipulation. Hydrogels have
emerged as the method of choice to extend cell life in culture
plates or microdevices. For example, our lab has developed
enzymatically crosslinkable protein polymers to create tun-
able hydrogels that can serve as cellular scaffolding [25, 26].
Gelation kinetics lends these materials well to synthesis in
microfabricated devices. Doyle and coworkers created hydro-
gel building blocks within flow-focused microfluidic devices
using the principles of microfluidic gradients [27] to attain
microscale formation of these three-dimensional bioarchi-
tectures [28, 29]. The Janus hydrogel particles that Doyle and
coworkers manufactured are biocompatible and multifunc-
tional with an eye toward future clinical uses [29]. A potential
use of particles was showcased through DNA hybridization
experiments by binding a DNA probe to one hemisphere of
the particles and incubating with fluorescently labeled com-
plementary DNA. Selective capture of the probes was attained
on one-half of the particles. Creation of this device expands
future hydrogel applications by creating hydrogels with tun-
able surface functionalities.

Hydrogel syntheses were tested by Aikawa and cowork-
ers when they used a flow-focusing droplet-based microfluidic
device for continual encapsulation of cells. Two biocompati-
ble polymers first encountered each other on-chip in the pres-
ence of a cell, and formed a stable hydrogel to encapsulate

cells that maintained viability up to 8 days on the hydrogels
[30]. Intercellular communication, cell migration, and cell ad-
hesion can be tuned by regulating fluid flow to adjust the size
and permeability of hydrogels. The encapsulating hydrogel
was dissolved with D-sorbitol, a biocompatible reagent, within
10 min to release the cells for tissue implants or other medical
uses. One can envision applications of this device in devel-
oping nations in conjunction with WHO, where hydrogel-
encapsulated cells could be transported out of these nations
for high-tech disease analysis.

Work in the lab of Ali Khademhosseini focuses on hydro-
gel micromolding [31, 32]. Much akin to previous work en-
capsulating nanoparticles for drug delivery applications [33],
Khademhosseini and coworkers used PDMS molds to define
the physical shape of hyaluronic acid (HA) [31], then pho-
topolymerized the HA hydrogels with collagen components
to create a more mechanically stable hydrogel [34]. Alginate
hydrogels allowing enhanced biomolecule diffusion were cre-
ated by incorporating micropores into the 3D cell network
[35]. Methacrylated gelatin hydrogels were micromolded with
carbon nanotubes for structural reinforcement [36]. Using
native elements of the extracellular matrix like collagen and
other natural components [37] imbues these hydrogels with
important cell signaling properties that result in good cell
encapsulation and faster proliferation of cells. Khademhos-
seini and coworkers have incorporated microchannels into
their hydrogels to enhance cell viability by allowing adhe-
sion and migration [27], demonstrating the usefulness of this
biofabrication technique in the 3D culturing of cells. These
hydrogels are tunable for stiffness, making it possible for
them to mimic different cellular niches in native tissues for
enhanced cell viability and potential use in biomedical tissue
engineering applications.

3.3 Synthesis of solid-phase polymers

Solid polymer beads are used in many facets of science, so
synthesis of solid-phase polymers is an important area to
study. Polymer particles have a wide range of applications,
such as drug delivery, release of materials in make-up, and
fluorescent bead-based assays. Due to the spherical shape,
solid-phase polymers lend themselves easily to synthesis on
droplet-based microfluidic devices. Droplet-based microfabri-
cated devices can be used to synthesize solid-phase polymers
with fine control over bead dimensions, compositions, and
polydispersity. The work of Wan and Stone showcased how
hollow inorganic particles can be created from a microbubble
template in their microfabricated device [38]. Different from
typical microdevices that encapsulate using all liquid phases,
Wan and Stone encapsulated gas bubbles within an aque-
ous layer to form micron-diameter droplets. The liquid aque-
ous shell was the template for a sol-gel reaction that formed
the solid particle barrier. Adjusting flow rates of the differ-
ent phases controlled the size of the bubbles, the number
of bubbles generated, and the thickness of the shell, show-
ing that double-emulsion gas-liquid microstructures can be
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fabricated from a “microbubble emulsion” device. Advan-
tages of this microdevice synthesis include limited availability
of the aqueous phase to naturally control the extent of sol-gel
reaction, quick synthesis on the order of tens of seconds, and
in situ formation of hollow particles with minimal reaction
steps [38].

Chen and coworkers used tapered glass capillaries in-
side a square tube to generate hollow particles [39]. Chen and
coworkers photopolymerized the middle oil phase of dou-
ble emulsions instead of hydrolyzing a sol-gel reaction, to
demonstrate that hollow capsules can be made with tunable
mechanical properties (elastic or brittle) and permeability.
Combinations of polymers and colloidal particles were used
in the middle phase to create well-defined microcapsules with
tuned shell structures on the order of 5 �m thickness [39].
Monodisperse solid particles between 150 nm and 2 �m in
diameter were synthesized in a PDMS microfluidic chip by
Kuehne et al. [40]. Polyfluorene drops were created in a con-
tinuous aqueous phase containing PVA as a stabilizer, then
the toluene solvent was evaporated and particles were cen-
trifuged to remove excess PVA. A new coating for PDMS was
used, Parylene-C, to allow toluene to be flowed within the mi-
crofluidic device without swelling the PDMS and blocking the
microchannels. Approximately 8000 drops per second were
produced [40], demonstrating the high throughput and great
versatility of this device.

3.4 Sorting droplets

Sorting is an effective method for separation of droplets. For
mammalian and bacterial cell sorting, cytometry is typically
used to characterize cells, either chemically [41] or based on
fluorescent identity (fluorescent-activated cell sorting, FACS)
[42]. In traditional optical cell-sorting methods, emitted fluo-
rescence is measured for each cell in order to sort it, so the
speed of analysis is limited to detecting one cell at a time.
Additionally, FACS analysis can induce high shearing forces
that damage or kill cells. Microfluidic cell sorters and mag-
netic bead-based assays are examples of droplet-based mi-
croemulsions that have incorporated droplet sorting on-chip,
to enact fast, gentle sorting of biomolecules.

Baret and coworkers developed microfluidic
fluorescence-activated droplet sorting (FADS) [43] as
an alternative to FACS. In FADS, cell sorting is based
on fluorescence intensity correlating to cellular enzyme
reactions encapsulated in picoliter emulsion drops. Positive
hits were sensed through fluorescence intensity, which
triggered a pulse of alternating current across the electrodes
at the sorting junction, directing the positive hit droplets into
the narrow arm of the Y-junction (Fig. 3B). Dielectrophoresis
sorted drops at up to 2000 droplets per second, and allowed
viable Escherichia coli cells to be recovered. This FADS device
is less expensive than traditional FACS, as it consumes less
reagent, and offers other advantages such as sterility, sorting
at high speeds, short analysis time, and increased sensitivity
for detection of small quantities of cells [43].

Brouzes and coworkers at Raindance Technologies
(RDT) created a new cell viability assay on a microfabricated
device, where cells and live/dead fluorescent dyes were encap-
sulated separately, an AC field was used to electrocoalesce one
cell droplet with one dye droplet to form a reaction vessel, and
the reaction drop flowed through a mixing section of the de-
vice to ensure thorough mixing of the contents (Fig. 3C) [44].
This work is the basis of RainStormTM technology, which gen-
erates picoliter drops containing single molecules, reagents,
or cells to form individual reaction vessels that can be pro-
cessed at ultra high speeds. Drops are combined and posi-
tioned through the use of electrophoresis, with sorting deci-
sions based on enzymatic, cellular, or chemical reaction prod-
ucts in the drops (www.raindancetech.com). Brouzes and
coworkers crafted a device design that is modular and allows
for additional capability to be built into it, and enabled 100-
fold faster throughput over conventional high-throughput
screening techniques [44]. CytonomeST has developed an op-
tical cell sorter, the GigasortTM, that performs faster than tra-
ditional FACS methods by operating 72 microfluidic sorters
simultaneously (www.cytonome.com), which enables sorting
at rates of 144 000 cells per second, all within a 2” × 3” glass
microchip. This device significantly advances the process of
cell sorting, an integral aspect to high profile and high-speed
discovery disciplines such as regenerative and personalized
medicine.

3.5 Dissolution of capsule

In order for microfabricated devices for biomolecule encap-
sulation to translate most macroscale assays and reactions to
a microscale, modes of droplet dissolving must be developed
to analyze droplet content. Microfluidic droplet devices offer
significant improvements in cost, consumption, and ease-of-
use over macroscale assays, so studies investigating droplet
dissolution are indispensible. Below are some examples of
dissolving emulsions in drops using microfluidic technolo-
gies that have been employed for microscale reactions.

Kim and coworkers produced double emulsions with a
solidified shell to protect them [45], much like the encasings
on M+M’S R© candies. Both water-in-oil-in-water and oil-in-
water-in-oil double emulsions were generated within a capil-
lary microfluidic device similar to that shown in Fig. 2C. Mi-
crocapsules ruptured within approximately 2 months’ time
for a type of slow release of internal components, and ruptur-
ing was also selectively induced within days by creating a large
osmolarity difference when submerged in water (Fig. 4A).
One can envision an application such as a miniature Morse
code that could be created in this device, where droplets are
collected linearly in tubing and sent to the recipient within a
set amount of time before the message disintegrates due to
the microcapsule shell content. More immediate uses are for
drug delivery, mammalian cell mimics, and cosmetic encap-
sulations, as the solidified shell can be made on the order of
tens to hundreds of nanometers to ensure dissolving and/or
permeability in biologically relevant media [45].
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Figure 4. Dissolution of Capsules. (A) Microcapsules are made
with biodegradable shells composed of poly(lactic acid) that lead
to degradation through exposed esters. The inside of the micro-
capsules are composed of 10 wt percent poly(vinyl alcohol) con-
taining a green dye. Indicated are the time intervals after capsule
preparation [45]. Image adapted from [45], reproduced by per-
mission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. (B) Image showing
a dewetted double-emulsion drop with two inner droplets. Scale
bar is 50 �m. (C) Multicompartment polymersomes created by
removing oil from double emulsion drops shown in B. Polymer-
somes are approximately 50 �m in diameter [46]. B and C images
adapted from [46], John Wiley and Sons.

Evaporation-induced solidification of the shell structure
has also been used to make polymersomes in a microflu-
idic device [46]. Water-in-oil-in-water double emulsions were
created in a capillary microfluidic device by adding diblock
copolymers to the middle phase so that polymersome walls
formed after evaporation of the oil and hardening of the shell
(Fig. 4B). The diblock copolymers were mixed with both a
good (and volatile) solvent and a poor (and nonvolatile) solvent
such that as the volatile solvent evaporated, diblock copoly-
mers became less soluble in the poor solvent, causing inner
droplets to stick to one another to form multicompartment
polymersomes (Fig. 4C). The variation of solvent flow rates
controlled the number of inner drops in the double emulsion,
developing another device to compartmentalize multiple re-

actants for prevention of cross-contamination in reactions,
and control the amounts of reactants based on numbers of
inner drops [46]. Zhao and coworkers developed a phase-
transition method for encapsulating active reagents such that
leakage out of microcapsules was better controlled [47]. Cal-
cium carbonate formed precipitates close to the interior of the
droplet shell to physically block pores, preventing diffusion
out of the shell. The microcapsules were collected, cooled
(solidified), and stored off-chip, with minimal leakage of ap-
proximately 5% over a month’s time. Reagents were actively
released by heating microcapsules above the melting tem-
perature of the shell, triggering reagent release within 2 min
[47]. Zhao and coworkers have demonstrated that, much like
the hardening of the exterior shell of the microcapsule, form-
ing solid precipitates within the microcapsule can be used to
precisely control reaction parameters such as reagent release
and permeability.

Lastly, the double emulsions created from microfabri-
cated devices can provide a structural mold for microcap-
sules. Abell and coworkers developed cargo carrying micro-
capsules molded on microfluidic droplets by casting cucurbit
uril (CB[8]) simultaneously with methyl viologen functional-
ized gold nanoparticles and a naphthol-copolymer to form
hollow microcapsules with diameters ranging from 10 to
24 �m [48]. To produce hollow microcapsules, evaporation
depleted the inner aqueous phase, resulting in a shriveled
spherical structure. Abell and coworkers demonstrated the
practical use of these hollow microcapsules by creating CB
[8] cages encapsulating E. coli cells, and by selectively releas-
ing cargo. Advantages of this on-chip method are numerous:
microcapsules are stable, resistant to heat (up to 100�C), cre-
ated in one step, and are multifunctional due to the use of CB
[8] and gold nanoparticles [48]. Potential applications include
drug delivery, cell encapsulation, and controlled microreac-
tions in the fields of health care, cosmetics, agriculture, and
human consumables.

4 Concluding remarks/future directions

Microfluidic devices are a relatively new platform for encapsu-
lation; significant advances in microfabricated device design
have been achieved in the last decade to make miniaturiz-
ing bench-top assays on-chip a feasible venture. Microfluidic
junctions provide new insights into analyte transport in fab-
ricated devices, where the natural aversion of oil for water is
utilized to create miniature reaction vessels in droplets [49],
and also to break up reaction droplets to deliver chemical
products [20]. Droplet-based microfabricated devices create
monodisperse emulsions through droplet coalescence and
splitting to add or dilute reagents in a specific order for a
complex reaction [50]. Two converging streams can be turned
into a cell lysis reaction on-chip, where a double emulsion is
created with two core drops, one containing cells and one
containing cell membrane-dissolving chemicals [14].
Reagents may be titrated in real-time for ultra-sensitive ki-
netic assays [51]. Researchers in the microfluidic emulsion
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droplet field have focused on designing devices for maximum
applicability by creating multiple steps of reagent addition,
manipulating droplet size for fluidic transport [52] and de-
tection [53], or mimicking the cellular environment through
creation of more membrane-like encapsulations [46].

Emulsions are by nature difficult to handle due to mul-
tiple liquid encapsulating layers and small dimensions. But
recent biomolecule encapsulations can be formulated into
hollow or solid spheres or beads [54], where the external layer
of encapsulant can be dewetted or dissolved from encapsu-
lated drops to form spheres or beads molded on the form of
the droplet shape. Stable dynamic microcapsules can be made
based on the high affinity of macrocyclic molecules for mul-
tiple aqueous compounds through noncovalent interactions
[48]. Magneto-responsive particles can be encapsulated within
microcapsules and purified with magnetic fields to make im-
proved magnetic active inks with increased resolution [17].
Innovative ways of extracting contents from droplets or ana-
lyzing on-chip include breaking emulsified droplets based on
EOF [20], or retaining pores in the shell for future chemical
delivery [47] to allow for multistep processing postemulsion
in complex assays.

Recent advances presented herein include electrophoret-
ically based microfabricated devices, where piezoelectric actu-
ators are used to fuse together drops for reagent mixing. On-
chip dielectrophoresis progress in the last few years includes
lower viscosity of oils for lower driving voltages [12], elec-
trocoalescence for enhanced read-out [55], reduction of back-
ground noise [13], efficient cell sorting [43], high-throughput
DNA amplification [21], and tissue engineering [56]. Elec-
trophoresis is integral to the field of DMF by electrocoalescing
droplets to form diverse reactions and assays. Electrophoresis
plays a significant role in microdroplet-based emulsifications
by initiating droplet mixing, and its role will only be aug-
mented as the push for more complex assays will necessitate
finer control over droplet coalescence.

The microfabricated devices presented herein have ap-
plications not only in advancing the rate of discoveries in
basic research, but also in decreasing costs in commercial
ventures such as biocide development and cosmetics. Also,
microfluidic devices with cheap costs of production and easy
set-ups, made possible by self-propelled droplets and hand-
operated flows, can have real-world applications in developing
countries. Microscale encapsulation devices reduce chemical
consumption, thereby reducing money spent on reagents,
allowing for poorly funded laboratories to perform reaction
assays at significantly reduced costs. With the development
of recycling technologies that would recirculate continuous
phase, much like a water fountain recirculates water, reduced
initial investment can be achieved to allow sensitive, reliable,
and informative experimentation regardless of financial cir-
cumstances.

Most devices presented in this review are made using soft
lithography of PDMS, which is an attractive material given
its biocompatibility and easy bonding to glass [57]. Creating
the molds to pattern the PDMS stills involves work in clean
rooms, which entails expensive processes and are not widely

available. Work in the future should focus on improved ways
of creating devices to fashion microemulsions without the
need to visit a fabrication facility. As it stands now, fields
such as analytical chemistry, biology, organic synthesis, and
toxicology all can benefit with implementation of microfab-
ricated devices for biomolecule encapsulation, without much
optimization necessary based on current literature. We look
forward to new advances in miniaturizing science made pos-
sible by encapsulating on-chip.
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